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Are you looking for a 
cost-effective feed program?
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Then the 2 Part Dual Fuel Feed program is for you 

Feed Program Benefits

pH Stable
Packed with Essential Ingredients

Highly Concentrated
Easy to Use 1:1 Ratio

Formulated for AutoPot™
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Scan to read the rest of the blog 

Understanding the Feed 
Program: Dual Fuel
Topics Covered:
    - What is a feed program?
    - The 2 Part Dual Fuel Feed Program
    - Feeding tips and considerations

Meet GreenPlanet Nutrients Dual Fuel feed program – the 
2-part nutrient system which emphasizes simplicity, 
reliability and results in the garden. Built for beginners, 
experts, hobbyists and commercial growers, the Dual Fuel 
feeding system makes no apologies for being the easiest 
and most economical fertilizer on the market. Testing has 
shown that using Dual Fuel alone would reasonable ensure 
a successful harvest; however, by combining GreenPlanet’s 
aggressive 2-part formula with other additives like 
Vitathrive, Massive Bloom Formulation, Rezin and Liquid 
Weight, a confident outcome is not only probably, but 
guaranteed. 

For tips on getting the most out of the Dual Fuel feed 
program, scan the QR code to learn more.

Scan to read the rest of the blog 

The New Dual Fuel Feed Program 
Formulated for AutoPot™ Watering 
Systems.
Topics Covered:
    - What is Dual Fuel for AutoPot?
    - Benefits for use with AutoPot
    - Feed Program Bundles

 For us at GreenPlanet Nutrients, we’ve always had a focus on 
innovation, simplifying gardening for growers, and pursuing 
partnerships with others who share these values with us. That is 
why we have worked with the AutoPot Team on a brand new Dual 
Fuel Nutrient Feed Program and Nutrient Starter Kit designed 
specifically for their watering systems. For new and experienced 
cultivators alike, dealing with mixing, pH balancing and complicated 
feeding schedules can often be a hassle; and in some cases, misuse 
of liquid nutrients can lead to the detriment of a garden in both 
yield and quality of the product. Our hyper-concentrated and 
pH-balanced Dual Fuel formula has been easing the workload in 
gardens for years since its release in 2016, making it the perfect 
match for growers already enjoying the benefits of AutoPot’s 
simple gravity-fed systems. With a watering system that can 
produce indoor and greenhouse crops with ease, there is now a 
GreenPlanet Nutrients Feed Program to match.
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A simple and highly concentrated feed 
program designed to save growers time and 
money. The Dual Fuel Feed Program for 
AutoPot™ is formulated for optimum results 
in AutoPot™ Watering Systems. 

FEED PROGRAM CONTAINS
DUAL FUEL 1
DUAL FUEL 2

LIQUID FERTILIZER

VITATHRIVE
REZIN
PK SPIKE

www.greenplanetnutrients.com/nutrient-calculator/
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